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Editorial

As has becometraditional in recent years in the editorial, and as I am something of a

conformist, I shall start with the reasons why this particular issue has come out at the

time it has, and not some other time. However (to preserve some sense of mystery) I

shall announce that this Eurekais both earlier and later than could have been expected.
As with Eureka 52, the original intention was to produce an issue by the end of the

Michaelmas term; this however was not to be, as by the beginning of December we
had received insufficient material. Yet within the next two weeks enough material had

come in, that not only could we produce the Eureka you see before you, but that some

material had to be edited or left out altogether. Nevertheless, this issue follows less than

a year behind its predecessor: the previous Editor made a valiant attempt to sabotage

this by submitting an article full of diagrams even harder to typeset than those in his

volume, but redeemed himself by not only submitting it with plenty of time to spare,
but also putting considerable work in on its layout; for this Iam considerably grateful.

It has been a pleasure to receive articles from both within and outside the Univer-

sity on a great variety of subjects; if nothing else, they have educated the Editor on areas
of mathematics with which he had at best a passing acquaintance. The majority of the
contributors are also students (or at least recent ex-students), which is a Good Thing:

Eureka should be their voice. However, a brief perusal of the college loyalties of the

contributors reveals that the vast majority of this issue was written by membersof one

particular college—this in the Editor’s view does not bode well for the Archimedeans or

the mathematical community in Cambridge at large. Trinity has been fairly dominant
in the academic side of mathematics for some considerable time now (I shall not bore

you with a list of famous nameshere), but (if the affiliations of past Editors of this

journal and membersof the Committee are anything to go by) this has not extended
to more recreational mathematics in general or the Archimedeansin particular before.
Yet this is now the eleventh successive year in which half or more of the committee

have been from that same college, and in the Editor’s five years in the Societyit is fair

to say this has been reflected in the active membership as a whole; the former can be

put in perspective by noting that this state of affairs occurred only once in the thirty

or so years up until 1970, when Girtonians(surprisingly enough) were in the majority

for two years. (It is amusing to note that the first committee meeting in this period

was held at Girton. None of the non-Girtonians turned up and the experimenthas yet
to be repeated.)

It should not be thought that I blame the authorities at Trinity for the current

state of affairs; far fromit: it is hardly surprising that they should wish to have as many
good mathematicians in the college as possible. And there is no doubt that many are
attracted by the prestige, both of the college’s history, and also of having one of.the
most eminent mathematicians alive as Master.

So what is the problem? The Archimedeans does not obviously seem to have suf-
fered from this bias: talks are still arranged, the subgroups and College Societies con-
tinue to function, and Eurekaisstill published (most years at least). Indeed the activities
that the Society engages in are more numerous and morevaried than those in other uni-
versities. Warwick, for example, a university of considerable size and standing in British
mathematics, has had no mathematicssociety at all for the last few years (althoughit
has now been relaunched and appears to be enjoying some success—wewish it well).

[2]

 



Editorial a

The Archimedeanshasas one of its prime objects “to promote enjoyment and under-
standing of mathematics among studentsofall disciplines”, and it is mybelief that as a

society we are doing the right sort of things to achieve this. But are we actually getting

through to the membership? Whyis such a small proportion of it active? Part of the

reason may be the general decline in interest in many University societies in recent

years; the theories for this are numerous and varied and I shall not dwell on them here.

But those who think there is more to mathematics than the Tripos, and have come to

Cambridge for an education rather than a degree, shouldstill be able to and can find
their spiritual home in the Archimedeans. That few have come is a concern. Whatis

stopping them? The claim that no-oneelse is interested in mathematics 1s preposterous

and can be discounted. The charge of an image problem is closer to home: a common
perception seemsto be that the Archimedeansis only for those who got a top-half First

last year. This should not be, and indeedis not, the case: the Archimedeans neverhas

been and never should besolely for the elite, but this must be made clear to the student
population at large. If you are interested and/or inspired by whatis contained herein,

then you will find more of the same in the Archimedeans. If you have never been to a

talk or other event, then why on earth not? If you regard yourself as too stupid or not

knowledgeable enough, then this objection can easily be refuted: although you maywell

meet some of the top undergraduate mathematicians there are many of more average

abilities and in any case they are, after all, normal human beings. And, furthermore, the

more mathematics you experience, the better you’ll get; everyone was young andigno-

rant once. If you are asking yourself, “Am I good enough for the Archimedeans?” then

this is the wrong question: you should be asking “Is the Archimedeans good enoughfor
me?” and the answerat least from this quarter must be yes.

If this issue of Eureka has whetted the appetite of just one person to think about

mathematics in general and to become involved with whatis, after all, the society for

all Cambridge students interested in mathematics then I shall be able to consider it a

success. But enough of the Editor’s introspection. Eurekais a celebration ofall thatis
best in the Archimedeans(or at least that is the idea), and I shall keep you from it no

longer. On with the mathematics!

Colin Bell
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The Archimedeans

Patricia Smart (Chronicler 1992-1993)

Well, another year has passed in the Archimedeans’calendar...

The year began after the AGM in March,but not very much happenedin thelife of

the Archimedeans between then and the May Week events. However, before then we did

have the Lecturer of the Year competition, which was oneofthe first events organised

by the new committee—this was won by Prof. Frank Kelly. The Archimedeans had

a variety of social events during the latter part of the Easter Term. Once again, we

had a very enjoyable Garden Party in Clare Memorial Court in fine weather (for many.

people this was the highlight of the term). The Barbershop Subgroup wasin full voice
and provided entertainment alongside the refreshments whichincluded the traditional

strawberries and cream. The Punt Trip to Grantchester was also a pleasant occasion.

Some members of the Archimedeans took up the challenge from the Invariants (the

Oxford Mathematical Society) to compete in a croquet match, and lost, possibly due

to their lack of experience at playing on flat croquet lawns.
After the summervacation, wegot into the swingof the routine of speaker meetings,

College Society meetings, business meetings, and otheractivities. First of all, though,

we had to join in the crush at Kelsey Kerridge for the Societies’ Fair where we had a
stall. This was followed later in the same week by our squash. Our membership drive

was very successful, both at the beginning of the Michaelmas Term and during the

course of the year.
We held seven main speaker meetings during the Michaelmas and Lent Terms. The

number of people attending these meetings was good: indeed the Cockcroft Lecture
Theatre was filled to its maximum capacity (without breaking fire regulations) for

Prof. Stephen Hawking’s talk on The Seeds of the Universe. Prof. D. Singmaster of

London, Prof. G. Joseph of Manchester, Mr N. Lord of London, Dr T. Hawkes of

Warwick, Prof. M. MacCullum of London, and Dr T. Gardiner of Birmingham also

' gave interesting talks this year, between them covering a wide spectrum of mathematical

areas. Prof. Singmaster produced,after his talk, a suitcase of interesting and unusual

puzzles, and many membersstayed for a ‘hands-on’session.

The College Mathematical Societies continued to have meetings, giving the oppor-

tunity for many mathematically filled hours. Various subgroups have been in operation
this year, some lasting the whole year (notably the Puzzles and Games Ring and the

Music Appreciation Subgroup), others creeping quietly into non-existence. The Barber-

shop Subgroup met during the Easter Term, and the Mathematical Models Subgroup

met a few times during the year.
Otheractivities included the annual Puzzle Hunt in the Michaelmas Term andthe

Problems Drive in the Lent Term, both of which proved to be enjoyable events.

Financially, we are in a much better position than we were a few years ago. The

bookshop has continued to prosper. Eureka 51 was published early on in the year.

In March 1993, the Committee passed the baton to its successor. In keeping with
tradition, I shall end this report by saying that the Archimedeanshada successful year.

Wehope that next year will be even more successful.

[4]

 



Train Sets
Adam Chalcraft and Michael Greene

Suppose we have a train set—large stocks of straight and curved track, bridge-building

materials, different kinds of sets of points, and a single engine, say clockwork for the

sake of nostalgia. What can we do?
This depends, of course, on what kinds of point we have (for simplicity, a set of

points or pair of points will be called a point). We use the following general notation:

Track will be drawn asa single line: ff

Bridges will be drawn simply as crossovers: >

Lazy points

feeder F sidings 
    

 

Lazy points will be taken to behave in the way you might expect from studying the

physical piece of track above. With the point in the state shown, a train entering from

F will leave by S;, and vice versa, and a train from S2 will change the pointto its other

state (with the central A-shaped piece up rather than down) andleave by the feeder.

If the state has changed, the behaviouris exactly the same with S; and S2 swapped.

Whenit is important which siding is lzve, i.e., which siding atrain entering the

feeder will leave by, a dot will be added to that siding; the other siding will be called

dead. The lazy point above will therefore be represented by one of these:

Suppose we have a finite layout (a connected arrangement of sections of track
between feeders and sidings, with no ends, or ‘buffers’) with lazy points. Define the

state of the system to be the setting of each of the lazy points, the section of track

which the train T is on, and the direction in which is travelling; then there are only

finitely many states. Weallow the train to run until the states cycle, and then remove
any unusedpieces of track from the layout and replace partially-used points by pieces of

track. We wouldlike to classify all possibilities for the stabilzsed layout which remains.

[5]



6 Adam Chalcraft and Michael Greene

Follow the train from the middle of somesection of track.

o—_>___
The layoutis finite. Consider the first time T’ reaches track it has already traversed—then we have oneof the following:

eo... >
a. ywa ao

(a)
(b)

(c)(Note that, although T may have crossed bridges on its route so far, these are the only
essentially different connections.) Case (a) is a simple loop andis certainly a solution.In (b), T will continue aroundthe loop and so had not settled down to a cycle of states:
this case therefore does not occur.

In the last case, we need to follow the train roundfurther. Again thereare three
essentially different cases:

 

 

 

(dl) | (c) (f)Both (e) and (f) fall into a smaller cycle and simplify to case (a). (d), however, is a
solution, andis traversed in an "nexpectedly complex way (andits behaviour showsthat these areall the cases),

This classifies all finite stabilised lazy point layouts.
L]We now introduce another natural kind of point.

Sprung points

Sj

 THA
a   
    

S2
Supposewetake a lazy point andattach a spring undertensionas shown.Here, although
a train from S»> will push the central] piece up as it runs over the point, the piece wil]
not stay there, and any subsequenttrain from F will leave by S,. This means that the
live siding never changes. Wecall this a sprung point and use the notation
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to represent it; the extra arc should be thought of as guiding a train from the feederalong the correct siding.
Suppose we have a finite layout with lazy and sprung points. As before, allow thetrain to run until the layoutstabilises: then every point which was only going to changestate finitely often will not change again.
Wesimplify the layout in three stages, without altering the route of the train.Stage 1 Wefirst simplify the network by removing any point andsection of trackwhich is unused, and replacing a point by track if one ofits sidings is unused.Now every section of track is either used infinitely often in both directions, orinfinitely often in one direction and notat all in the other. The formersort of track jscalled two-way, andthe latter one-way.

Stage 2 For the hext stage, we regard sprung points as simpler thay lazy points,and simplify the network by replacing every lazy point with, a sprung point if this ean
be done without altering the route of the train.If a lazy point has a siding through which the train never leaves, then the pointmay be replaced by the sprung point which does not allow the train to leaye throughthat siding.

If a lazy point has a siding through which the train hever enters. then the pointwill only be able to changestate once.It will therefore not changestate at all. and Inay
as well be a sprung point.

Having donethis. both sidings on every lazy point are two-way. and so thereforeis the feeder,

Stage 3. Now consider the sprung points. The dead siding must be one-way. Thereare three remaining possibilitics. shown in cases (g) (a).

(g) (h) (i)If we count the number of inputs and outputs in cach of these cases. we find that (2)and (1) have one more input than output, whereas (h) has equal munbers of cach. ByStage 2, all the lazy points have equal numbers of Inputs and outputs. Across the entirelayout, the number of inputs must equal the numberof outputs, and so cases (2) and(1) cannot occur.
The Sprung points must therefore al] be as in case (hh), and be joined to each otherin circles, live siding joined to dead siding. Thesecircles are called roundabouts. aud thefollowing figure (overleaf) shows roundabouts with 1, 2, and 4 sprung points. A trainentering a roundabout must turn left, and then leave by the next exit.The layout nowconsists of roundabouts and lazy points. Every section of track

is two-way except the track inside a roundabout. This completes the classification ofstabilised layouts made from lazy and sprung points.
LJThere is one more observation to be made, however, Suppose Stage 1 of the sim plifica-tion has just been done, and we are about to embark on Stage 2. The only thing that
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Stage 2 does is to turn someof the lazy points into sprung points. When this is over,

all the sprung pointslook like case (h). Therefore any lazy point which was turned into

a sprung point in Stage 2 had a one-way and two-way diagram as in case (h), but this

is impossible for a lazy point.

The conclusion is that Stage 2 did not do anything. After Stage 1 was complete,

all the lazy points were already two-way on both sidings and the sprung points wereall

arranged into roundabouts.

Can we build a computer?

We would like to know how complicated the route of the train can get. At one extreme,

we might be able to simulate a general computer. The usual formulation of this is a

Turing machine, which works as follows. Imagine a box of hardware whichis able to

move along an infinite 1-dimensional tape on which is written an infinite discrete string

of Os and 1s. The box can be in any of afinite number of states at any point on the

track. It has a list of instructions as to what to do for any state looking at eitherdigit.

Each of these instructions is of the form

leave unaltered or change the current digit,

move oneplace to the right or left along the tape, and

enter a particular state before performing the nextinstruction.

Now the process repeats. It is ‘well-known’ that any algorithm which can be run on an

ordinary computer can be encoded to run on such adevice.

In the search for such a model, we shall try to find a cell A which simulates the

behaviourof the box at one point on the tape, and then plug these together to represent

the whole tape:

AT: |A/- 1A

 

If T is in aparticular copy of A, this will correspond to the box being at the equivalent

position on the tape. If T travels from one copy of A to an adjacent copy along a piece of

track labelled k, this will correspond to the box moving one step in the same direction

along the tape, about to start the next action in state k. Note that this means there
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are two fundamentally different kinds of states which A can bein, representing either

a 0 or a 1 at the corresponding point on the tape.

Now examine A. Around the outside, the tracks are used as both input and output,

and the Turing machine does not remember which direction it came from to execute

its next action. This track can therefore be used for the outer shell:

A

 
The B shown has n inputs on the left side and a selection of outputs coming out of

the bottom. The outer shell sends the train out left or right on the appropriateline, as

required. The sprung points ensure that the uses of the lines for output and input are

split cleanly apart.

It will be useful to introduce the concept of a subroutine. This is a section of track

with one input, which is also used as the output. When a train is sent in, it wanders

around inside and eventually comes out again on the same section. We can give a

subroutine more than one input:

7
Tr.
S; So $3 Sk

 

   
 

A train entering this diagram at s; will set the lazy points to the route it took, enter

and leave S, and then return along the same route—in particular it will return to s;.

Wecan call S by connecting s/, (overleaf) to s;:
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Sj

ak
A train travelling from left to right in this diagram will call S and continue.

Suppose we have built a subroutine S, with entry points s1, s2,..., 8% as above,

which changes the digit represented by the current copy of A from 0 to 1 or vice versa.

Suppose further that we have a piece of layout which looks like

|

7 Cub{ke
 

   
and behavesas follows:

1) a train from the left comes out on either 0 or 1 depending on the digit at the
current point on the tape, and

11) a train from the top changes the state recorded and comesout the bottom.
We now connect these up (see opposite).

J

Sj

Each oO is either a or a ti

  
 

 

        
 

If T enters B on track k and passes through one of the Cs, we know exactly what

to do to simulate the original Turing machine: we know whether to change the digit

recorded in this position on the tape (that is, whether to call S), and we then know

which wayto leavethis cell and on which track. Thus this diagram encodes the program.

All we need to do is give S multiple entry points (as in (*)) and connect s; to s‘ for

each 2, and the track will behave as wanted. (For neatness, we also should remove the
unused track in A.)

| Now to construct C. Let us suppose the existence of a distributor D, which has

two outputs, 0 and 1, and one input. Trains sent in the input come out of 0 and 1

alternately. The reader is strongly advised to try constructing one of these—it makes
an infuriating problem.

Suppose for the moment that such a piece of track exists. Take C to bethis:

C
 

 

  
 

Whenwestore our program’s input data on the tape, we must set the (lazy) point p to
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S B

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

      T
O
R
O
R
O

 

 

 a

    

1

Ch: \   
       | . . . . . . |

direct trains from the left out of the appropriate exit on the right. and makesurethat
the first train to enter by the top will come outof D on the correct side to flip p. From
then on, C will behave as we want it to, and we nearly have a Turing machine—-all we
need is a distributor.

Distributors are impossible

SupposeD is adistributor made fromafinite numberof lazy points and sprung points.
with one input and two outputs as shown inthe first figure below. We can add one
extra sprung point and someextratrack to get the network shownin the secondfigure.

 
 

D D
1

    
 

 

Nowrunthis network until it stabilises. Since D will work as a distributorfor ever, the
stable form of D is still a distributor, so the network stabilises to a form in which the
extra sprung point is being used like case (g) earlier.

Unfortunately, we showed there that case (g) could not happen. so distributors are
impossible. LJ

A distributor

Now weshall exhibit a distributor. The construction is rather naive:

é
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oOo

All lazy points are initially set to send trains across horizontally, except perhaps

the one labelled g, which should be set the other way exactly when is in a copy of
A representing a 1 on the tape. Of course, D can be bent round to point upwards to

avoid too many bridges or arbitrarily short sections of track.
This completes the construction of a Turing machine simulator. LJ

One further result

The reader may object to the impurity of using bridges. If we have sprung points, it is

easy to simulate a bridge in the plane:

Conjectures

1.

i
)

The Turing machine given here suffers from complexity problems: an algorithm

which uses bits of the tape over and over again will get slower as more distant

parts of the distributors are used (judging time by counting the numberof points

T crosses). We conjecture that no Turing-powerful layout has the same complexity

for every algorithm as a conventional Turing machine.
. Suppose we have a random point, which sendstrains in a siding out of the feeder and
trains in the feeder out of one of the sidings with equal probability, independent of

previous behaviour. It seemslikely that evert with lazy, sprung, and random points
we cannot build a finite distributor. (We now only require a box which always

sends the train out of the correct exit if it sends it out at all, and doessoin finite

time with probability 1.)
_ A weaker version of 2: given lazy, sprung, and random points, we have been unable

to construct a partial distributor, which never sends T out of the wrong exit, has
for any n a positive probability of working at least n times in a row, but may have

a chance of trapping the train inside after some time.

 



Representations as Sums of Squares

Mark Walters

This is an extension of a problem which appeared in the 1992 International Mathemat-

ical Olympiad. The problem is:

Given a positive integer n, find S(n) which is defined to be the greatest integer

such that for all k < S(n), n? can be written as the sum of k positive square numbers.

Westart with a definition: a defictent square is a number which is oneless than a

positive square. Thefollowing result is immediate:

LEMMA 1. n? is expressible as the sum of k positive squares if and only if n? — kis

expressible as the sum of at most k deficient squares.

PROOF. The proof is obvious:

k

n? = Soa;  n?—k= S(a; —1).

i= 1 =1

If we start on the right hand side with fewer than k deficient squares, we can add in

the required number of zeros—0 is a deficient square.

From this we can immediately find a global upper bound:since 13 is not expressible

as the sumof deficient squares, the only relevant ones being 3 and 8, we can deduce that

n” is not representable as the sum of n* — 13 positive squares, and hence S(n) < n?—14
for all n > 4 (clearly for n < 4, S(n) = 1). The next lemmatells us that this is the best

possible bound of this form:

LEMMA 2. Any integer n > 13 except 28 can be expressed as the sum offive deficient

squares. Moreover 28 is expressible as the sum of six deficient squares.

PROOF. If n > 165 then n? + 5 — 169 > 0 andso is expressible as the sum of at most

four squares (Lagrange’s Theorem). Therefore, since

169 = 13? = 1274+ 57?= 127+ 47 4.3% = 107 4+ 874+ 27 +17,

n+5 1s representable as the sum of exactly five squares, by combining the representation

with the appropriate decomposition of 169. Therefore n is expressible as the sumoffive
deficient squares.

If n < 164 then the result is also true. I have not found an elegant proof of this

but it 1s easy to verify by a direct search.

Finally note that 28 = 8+84+343+43+3. LI

LEMMA3.For anyinteger n andfor all k such that 5 < k < n* — 14, n? can be written

as the sumof exactly k positive squares.

PROOF. For 5 < k < n? — 14, we have n? — k > 13, and so we can apply the above
lemma: n? — k is always expressible as the sumof k deficient squares by adding zeros.
(The case n* — 5 = 28 obviously can’t occur.) Now using Lemma1, n? is expressible as

the sum of k squares.

[13]
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Hence the problem reduces to that of whether n? is the sumof k positive squares

for2 <k < 4, sinceit is the sum of k positive squares for k = 1 and for 5 < k < n*—14,

and not for k = n? — 13. We consider k = first:

LEMMA4.If a square n* can be expressed as the sum of two positive squares thenit
can be expressed as the sumof four positive squares.

PROOF. Clearly if n? = a? + b? then n,a.b form a Pythagorean triple. Therefore they

are of the form

n=m(q? +r’), a = m(q* — Tr’), b = 2mar.

In particular,

n? = m?*(q' + 2¢q?r? +r‘)= (mq?)? + (mar)? + (mar)? + (mr? y. LJ

So the only remaining cases to consider are / = 2 and hk = 3. The case k = 2 is
relatively well-known (sec any standard numbertheory textbook, for example [1]. for

this and the other results quoted): an odd prime numberis the sumof two squares if

and onlyif it is of the form 4t + 1. So if n has afactor p of this form with p = q? +r?

we can write n? = (2qrn/p)? + ((q? — r2)n/p)* using the Pythagorean triple formulae

above. The converse is a little harder. Another relatively well-knownresult is that the
numberof ways of writing m = x? + y? is 4(d; — ds) where d, is the numberof divisors

of m congruent to g (mod 4). A small amountof thought gives us that 2? is the sum of
two positive squares if and only if nm has a primefactor of the form 4t + 1. This leaves
us the case hk = 3.

LEMMA 5. If n* is expressible as a sum of two positive squares and 5 ¢ n then n? is

expressible as the sumof three positive squares.

PROOF. Consider the equation n? = a* + b? (mod 5). Since a square is congruent. to

0 or 1 modulo 5 and n # 0 modulo5, either a or b must be congruent to 0 mod5.

Without loss of generality a is, whence a = 5r and

n? = (4r)? + (3r)? + B?. C]

LEMMA6. Ifn = 5.2” then n? is not expressible as the sum of three positive squares.

PROOF. Suppose

(5.2 " =ar th? + ¢?,

Then (working modulo 4) a, b, and ¢ must all be even: say a = 2a’ etc. We then have

- an 49 ‘ 2(5,27 l )? _ ai? A }'? ts c?.

By induction,
2 g ; " '

5° = A* + B* + C?, for some A, B.C

andthis is clearly impossible. L]

The only remaining case is n = 5r and r # 2”. Forthis result I am indebted to

Gareth MeCaughan, who spotted it as an exercise in [1] (exercise 5. chapter 9) and
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provided the following solution. Lemma is of a more technical nature and the proof
can be safely skippedif desired.

LEMMA 7. Ifm = (mod4) then there are x,y,z such that x? + y? + 2% = mand

(ryy,z) =1.

PROOF. By Dhirichlet’s Theorem, there are infinitely many primes in the arithmetic

progression withfirst term (38m—1)/2 and commondifference 4m. So, let p be a prime

of the form 4mu+(3m—1)/2. Write c = 8u+3, and notice that 2p = cm-—1. It is noweasy
to show (using quadratic reciprocity and related results) that —¢ is a quadratic residue

modulo p; since everything is a quadratic residue modulo 2 the Chinese Remainder

Theorem implies that c is a quadratic residue modulo 2p. Let a be a witness to this:

that is, suppose 2p|a*+c. This makes (a? + c)/(em — 1) an integer.

Now consider the ternary quadratic form

a? 6 a . 5
F(X.Y.Z) = NX? + 2aXY 4+ (em—1)¥? +2NZ 4 mZ?.

cem—1

It’s easy to check that this is positive definite and has determinant 1. andall its eoeffi-

cients are integers. There is a well-known theoremto the effect that a form with these

properties and degree at most 7 must be equivalent to Y? + ¥? + Z?, where “equivalent”

means that there is an integer matrix 4 of determinant1 such that (identifying F with

the corresponding 3 x 3 matrix)AA’ = F. This implies that a3, +3, +034 =m. so we

shall be done if (a31, 432,433) = 1. Let B be the inverse of A (which of course also has

integral entries), so that BFB! = 1, implying that F(b,).b;2.0)3) = 1: but any com-

mon factor of a31,432,433 mustalso divide b,,,b;9.b)3. Hence indeed (a3) .039.033) = 1.

With that result, we can finish the problem off relatively casily.

LEMMA8. If n = 5r where r is not a powerof 2. then n is the sum of three positive

squares.

PROOF. r must have an odd primefactor. If we can express (5p)? as the sum of three
positive squares then multiplying all of them by (n/5p)? will give us a solution. There
are three cases to consider:

If p= 5 then we have 625 = 20? + 12% + 9?.

If p = 1 (mod 4) but p #5 then pis the sumof two non-zero squares aud so p* is: the

result follows from Lemma5.

If p = 3 (mod4) then p* is the sum of three squares with no common factor (Lemma

7); so at most one of them can be 0. If one of them is 0 then p? is the sum of two

positive squares, whichis a contradiction. LJ

We can summarise the results as follows:

THEOREM S(n) takes only the values 1.2. and n? — 14

(1) Ifm does not have a primefactor of the form 4k +1 then S(n) = 1.

(11) Ifm is of the form 5.2™ then S(n) = 2.

(i) Ifm does have a primefactor of the form 4h +1 but is not of the form 5.2’ then
S(n) = n? — 14. C]

me

Reference

[1] If. E. Rose. A Course in Number Theory (Exercise 5, chapter 9).



Fractional Iterations of Functions

Robin Michaels

The idea of iterating a function is commonly used in mathematics. Many techniquesof

numerical analysis involve iterating a carefully chosen function. However, the structure
of the iteration processitself is of someinterest. ts

Under certain conditions it is clearly possible to iterate a function any positive
integral numberof times. If f is a function such that

codomain( f) C domain(f) (1)

then as usual we shall write

n times

(unless otherwise stated, we shall always assume that n € N).

The restriction on the domain and codomainof f is important, since otherwiseit

will be impossible to evaluate f"(.c) ifn > 2 and x € domain(f) but f(2) ¢ domain(f).
In other words, the restriction is necessary to ensure that domain( f) = domain( f”).

If an inverse function of f exists, we will write it as f~!. It would clearly be
convenient if it were possible to define f~" = (f7!)", butthis is only possibleif

codomain( f—~!) C domain( f~'),

or equivalently

domain(f) C codomain(f). (2)

Wefurther define f°(x) = x (in other words f°? = J, the identity function).

Looking at (1) and (2), we can see that, in order for f™ to be well defined for all
m € Z, we need to have

domain( f) = codomain(f),

and since both f and f7! exist over domain(f), f must be a bijection.

So far only general abstract properties of the function have been mentioned, but,
from now on, only continuous functions on some interval of R will be considered. In
fact, even morerestrictive conditions will be placed on these functions.

We call afunction f minimal if, for every proper non-empty S C domain(f), there
exists an zr € S with f(x) ¢ S or f~'(x) ¢ S. Equivalently, f is minimal if there is no

proper non-empty S C domain(f) with S = codomain( f|s). For example, consider the
function f(r) = x*, defined on[0, co):

t
1Reo---

  VW

[16]
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This is not minimal, since, for example, the image of (0,1) under f is precisely (0,1).

However, it can be seen that if f is restricted to (0,1) then it becomes a minimal
function.

It is clear that a continuousbijective function from an interval to itself must be
monotonic, and weshall restrict attention to strictly increasing functions. So henceforth

all functions to be iterated will be minimal increasing functions from someinterval of
R to itself.

The problem

Given a suitable function f, we now know how to define f” for n an integer. (Note

that in this section, for the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that f~! exists; the

argument carries through with the obvious restrictions when it does not.) It seems a:
natural question to ask if we can talk about f* when is rational, or even irrational. To

ascertain whetherthis is a meaningful concept, wefirst need to clarify what properties

we require f* to have. For integral n and m the following hold:

f"f™ = fotm™ = f™ f" and (f")™ = f°

It seems natural to extend these properties to these fractional powers of f (using frac-
tional to mean non-integral) so we require:

Pffeafr and (f*)" =f" Vs,tE Rn € Z.

We also need to make sure that this definition of f” corresponds to the standard one
when n € Z. Two extra conditions are needed to ensure that these fractional powers

behave as we would expect them to intuitively. The first is one of continuity—we require

f‘(z) to be continuous with respect to t for fixed x. The secondis that f'(r) #~ r unless

f =Iort=0. The last two requirements prevent attempts to use some unpleasant

definition of f*. It is not certain that all these conditions are independent but that
question is not relevant to the following discussion.

We can now look at an example of a function satisfying these conditions. Let

f(z) = r’*, «xe [0, 00).

Wehavealready shown that f is not minimal. However, if one considers the graphof

f(x), it is not hard to see that the following restrictions of f are minimal:

=r, x€S; = {0};

=2*, x€S,=(0,1);

fi and fs are not exceptionally interesting functions; we will consider f; more closely.
It is not hard to prove by induction that

ff(x@)=a? VneZ,

so the natural way to define f{(zx) is

'(r)=22 VtER.
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It is not hard to check that this satisfies all our requirements. It is tempting to assume
that for this particular function we have solved the problem completely, but we have
not yet shown whetherthis is the only possible way of defining fractional powers: this

issue will be considered later. If we now consider another function, say

g(v) = retary, rE (0, 00),

then it is not easy to find any closed form for g” with n € Z. let alone generalising it

to fractional powers of g. A similar problem occurs with most other suitable functions,

for example

h(r)=e"—-1, 2r€(0,c0)

or j(e) =o, xr € (1,00).

Whenwelook at these cases the problem seemsto be that h” and j” grow too quickly,
in some sense, to be captured by our usual notation. However, even if no explicit formula
for arbitrary powers can be found, there is no reason not to try and discoverif arbitrary

powers of these functions do in fact exist.

The transfer function

To tackle this problem,it will be useful to introduce some newnotation. First, we define

the shift functions as

Sa(t)=ar+t+a, reR.

We will often write s for s;, if we can do so without ambiguity. It is clearly possible to
form arbitary powersof sq in the following way:

This satisfies the conditions imposed on fractional powers of functions earlier. The

problem offinding fractional powers of suitable functions over suitable intervals will be

reduced to that of finding such powers of s, and this problem will be returnedtolater.

Secondly, the transfer function ty is defined as follows (assuming for the time being

that it exists):

tp: domain(f) > Rs suchthat =f" (x9) =a.

The transfer function can be thought of as a sort of logarithm of its parameter with
respect to function and abase point. vo. To see intuitively what this means, assume
that you have a graph of the inverse of the transfer function of f. This can be used to

evaluate f(z) in the following way. Look across from z on the y-axis until you reach the
graph. Then see what the associated x-coordinate is, add one to it, and then find the
value of t~' for this value. It is not hard to see whythis is f(z). As an example, we
take

f(w)=27, x € (0.1).

Let xo be + so that

 log log(1/x) — log log 3
tf(z) = .

log 2

and

te (x) = (
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Using the graphof te above,it is possible to calculate, for example, f(0-5) = 0-25
by the above method.

Before we consider the relationship between transfer functions andfractional iter-

ations, it is useful to prove someproperties of minimal functionsof the tvpe referred to

earlier:

PROPOSITION. For every minimal increasing function f from aninterval of R toitself

(1) D = domain(f) is either a point or an openinterval;
(11) in the latter case, f(z) — x is of the samesign for all x € D.

PROOF. It is clearly possible for D to contain asingle element x with f(a) = wv. If
D is not a point or an open interval then it must be closed at at least one end. The
case D = (a,b] will be considered here—D = [a,b) and D = [a,b] can be dealt with

similarly.

There must be some pair z,y € D such that f(z) = band f(b) = yy." A bandy #b

since otherwise f is not minimal. Now consider f(z) on theinterval [..b]. f(a) = b> 2

and f(b) = y < b, so by the Mean Value Theorem, there is some c between wv and 6

with f(¢) = ¢ which contradicts the minimalityof f.

Now if D = (a,b) then either f(x) < x for all x € (a,b) or f(x) > x there, since

otherwise, by the continuity of f, we can find some y € (a,b) with f(y) = y, andthis

contradicts the minimality of f. So f(2)—-2 is of the samesignfor all 1 € D, as required.

L

PROPOSITION. If D = (a,b) then the sequences (a,) and (a_,). where a, = f"(2y),

tend to a and b (not necessarily respectively) for all xo € D.

PROOF. Fromthe result proved above, we may assumethat f(a) > « for all xv € (a,b).
Then (a, ) forms an increasing sequence bounded above by 6, so it must converge, to c

say. Then c ¢ (a,b) since otherwise, by continuity of f, f(c) = c. which would mean f

were not a minimal function. Thus since c < b, A = 6.

Similarly (a_,) is a decreasing sequence converging to a. (The proof can be ex-
tended to work for infinite open intervals: in this case the appropriate sequencediverges

to infinity.) If we have f(z) < x then a, — a and b, — b. L]

Weare now readyto define the transfer function, and the associated fractional iterates.

Set tr(zo) = 0 for some zp € D; then wealso need (rearranging the defining propertyof
transfer functions) t¢(f"(zo)) =nfor all n € Z. We shall fill in the gap from ao(= 29)

to a, by setting ty to be any continuous monotonically increasing bijection from[ag, a1]

to [0,1]. We also need t¢( f"(ro)) = r for all r € R, whichgives us f"(29) = tr '(r) for

r € [0,1]. More generally, we have

te(f(v)) =tp(x) +1 and te(f-‘(a)) =t(r)—1.
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and these provide a unique extension of t7’ to a function from R to D (by induction on

the intervals [a,,@n41] which we knoware disjoint). This function is clearly continuous

everywhere, and has an inverse, for if not then ts(a) = t(b) with a £ b. Since te is

continuous, we must have a local extremum between a and b. But if such an extremum

exists then it must be at an image of xg, in other words a, for some n, since ourdefinition

of ty precludes it occurring elsewhere. However, we know that t¢({an—1,@n]) = [n — 1,n]
and tr([dn,@n41]) = [n,n + 1], and since both pairs of intervals are disjoint, this case
cannot happen either. So we have defined a function ty, and from it we can derive

fractional powers: we already know that f"(zo) = te *(r) and we clearly want f"(r) =

tp o(r + tr(x)). We merely need to check the required properties: if we note that f" =

tr sts then we get f° f' = f*tt and (f*)" = f%” easily; continuity of f'(z) with respect

to t follows from the continuity at zo; f(x) # z is similarly simple. Thefinal properties

we need to check are domain(ts) = domain(f) and codomain(tys) = R; these are also |

obvious from the derivation.

Note that if we already have fractional powers of f then a transfer function can

be generated whichis consistent with them: just let te (r) = f"(xo) for r € [0,1] and
everything works.

Examples

(1)
f:xv—72*, 2x €(l,oo).

 log log x — log log x
te(xz) =

log 2

is acceptable and after a little manipulation

_ log log z — log log 2 

 

   
 

 

 

_ 22
f(r) =2 te(x log?
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(11)
2%

fit, x € (0,1).

b(n) = ose! = 2) ~log(x/(A = 20)
ue log 2

so that
; 1
P(2)=

14+ ((1—2)/x)2-"
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NOTE.In this case, f is a Mobius transformation, and in the transfer function the
matrix diagonalisation

()=G 1)a) (4 9)
has appeared,albeit in a rather disguised form.

 
  

 

  

Qn log( <2;) — log( 345)
Nt) = 5 ts(x) = log?
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(11) It 1s possible to start with the transfer function:

tf(z) = 2°, x €(—co,00),

and then

f= tr ists,

sO

f(z) = V2 +1,
giving

f(z) = Vx +r.

 
 

f(z) = Vx +1 th(z) = 2°

N \
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af| ~ ~
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4

7

(f   
So, it seems that a way of producing fractional powersofall suitable functions has

been found—butall is not so simple.
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The Serpent in the Garden

Unfortunately, although it has been proved that fractional powersof suitable functions

exist, it has not been proved that they are unique. In fact they are very non-unique.

If we can find a non-trivial transfer function for s, then any function can have

several transfer functions: if

f =t,'sty and s=t),'sts,

then

f=ty'ty'ststy = (tet) '5(tsty),

so tr’ = t,ty is also a transfer function for f.
It has already been proved that a transfer function leadsto a definition of fractional

powersof a function which is unique up to the value of zo, so different transfer functions

will lead to different definitions of fractional powers.

t,(2) = @+ + sin 2ra, reER,

is, it is easy to check, a suitable non-trivial transfer function for s. However, there is no
simple way to write t;! in an explicit form, so this phenomenonis easily overlooked.

In fact if p is a continuous function with |27p(x) + p'(x)| < 1 for all z, and is periodic

with period 1, then
t,(z) =xr+p(r)sin2tmz, «reER,

is a suitable transfer function for s. Thus fractional powers of any suitable function are

not uniquely defined. The set of possible transfer functions for a given function can be

thought of as an equivalence class, and the set of transfer functions for s form a group,

capturing the structure of the equivalence classes.

Other uses for transfer functions

Unexpectedly, transfer functions have proved useful in solving a certain class of func-

tional equation. If we have
N

S> anf"(z) = 0,
n=1

a functional equation in f, then, if we make the unwarranted assumption that f has a

transfer function, this leads to:

N

S> antisnt = 0,

n=1

OT
N

S- ant‘(x +n) =0.
n=1

This is a difference equation for t~/ and maywell be soluble by standard methods. This

approach is not certain to work, but may lead to unexpected results. For example:

2f*(x)—Tf*(x) + Tf(z) — 2c =0
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transforms to

2t7-'(2 + 3) — 7t 1 (a@ +: 2) + Tt1 (2 +:1) — 2t 1 (r) =0

and since this factorises as

2y? — Ty? + Ty —2 = Ay — $)(y — 1)(y —2)
it has solutions of the form

t*(z) = a27+b2-*4+c, a,bceER

—c)+ V/(y—c)? — 4a
ty) = os \z e ) 1 tga

and so

If this is defined, then we can find a solution for f. Putting a = 6= 1 and c = 0 weget

t"(r) = 274277,

r+/y?-4
t(y) = log (ae) / log 2.

Now

f =t7'st,

SO

f(x) 92 tv" =F 2LL) eee =

2 *r+ Vr? —4
1

St VO 4SSe

and this does indeed turn out to be a solution of the functional equation.

Another use of the transfer function—althoughin this case it is more of atransfer

operator—occurs when attempting to define the fractional derivative of a function. The

operator D, which differentiates a suitable function, can be written as D = TST7!
where

S: f(x) f(x) +1,
T(g) _ Fo} loattw)g

 

so that loo F

- og fgT"'(9) =o
Og 2w

where F' is the Fourier transform operator. This is just another way of noting that

F(Dg) = wF9,

a standard property of Fourier transforms. It would seem natural to define the rth
derivative of g for r € R as

F(D"g) = (w)'F9,
but it was shownearlier that in such a case the transfer function, or in this case operator,
is not unique.

Thesituation has not been rigorously investigated but it seemslikely that the same

ambiguity that occurred with fractional powers of functions will occur with operators.

The transfer function can be seen as a way of conjugating afunction to the shift
function, and, looked at from this point of view, it is not so unexpected that it appears
to be useful in different problems involving iteration theory.

 



Gess the Game
Paul Bolchover

Gess (pronounced “guess”) is a game for two players that was originally conceived by

the Puzzles and Games Ring of the Archimedeansas a generalised form of chess.

The rules

Gessis played on a grid of 18 squares by 18 squares. Each player starts with 43 identical

stones, one player being Black, and the other being White. (When playing gess, the

most practical arrangement is to use the squares of a go board, each player using 43 go

stones.) Play proceeds alternately, with Black starting.
Each 3 x 3 square which is entirely or partially on the board, and which contains

at least one of a player’s stones and none of his opponent’s is known as a ptece, and
is referred to by the location of its central square. (If the centre is off the board,it 1s

referred to in the obvious way, and this accounts for the slightly odd mannerin which
the board is labelled.) Assuming there are no obstructing stones (see below), pieces

moveas follows.
The non-central squares in the piece determine the directions in which thepiece is

able to move; for example, if a piece has a stone in its central forward square, then it

is able to movestraight forwards;if it has a stoneinits rearleft square, then it is able

to move diagonally backwards andleft.
If the piece has a stone in the central square, then it may move an unlimited

number of squares in any of the permitted directions, otherwise it may only move up

to 3 squares in the permitted directions.

bedef hi k lmno rs
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Figure 1

For example, in Figure 1, the piece at d15 may move an unlimited number of
squares diagonally forwards and left, forwards and right, or straight backwards. The
piece at j15 may move up to 3 squares, either forwards or to the left. The piece at q16
may only move backwards, up to 3 squares, whereas the piece at q15 may not move at
all, since it does not have a valid direction in which to move. (It can move an unlimited

number of squares but in no direction. It should also be noted that a ‘move’ that does

not change the appearance of the boardis not allowed.)
Note that you can have pieces which are partly off the board (for example, if you

have a single stone in a corner, you may moveit diagonally inwards for up to 3 squares),

and pieces may also be moved partially, but not entirely, off the board, and any stones

in the piece which end up off the board are removed.

[24]
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Figure 2

A piece may only continue movingin a given direction if at each stage its footprint
(in other words the 3 x 3 square) doesn’t cover any other stones of either colour. If

stones are covered, then they are taken (removed from the board) and the move ends.
To give an example, the piece at e5 in Figure 2 may move to i9 and take the white
stone at 110, but in the similar position to the right, the piece at m5 may only move as

far as p8, and if it does it takes the black stone at p9.
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bedefghijkilmnopgqrs

Figure 3: initial position

The initial position is shown in Figure 3. You should recognise it as having pieces

analogous to rook, bishop, queen, king, bishop, and rook in that order, with six pawns

in front. (There is obviously no possibility of producing a knight.) Note however that
there are distinct differences; for example, the ‘bishops’ cannot move out until a space
on one side or the other is cleared. A piece that moves like a king—a 3 x 3 square

with all of its outer squares containing stones, but with no central stone—is known

as a ring. The object of the gameis to capture (or disable) your opponent’s ring or

rings; if at the end of a moveeither player has no ring then he loses: the player who

has just moved being considered first, so you cannot use part of your ring to take your

opponent’s ring or rings. It is possible to have more than one ring at a time—indeed

this may be considered desirable—and you maydestroy one or more of your ownrings
provided that youstill have at least one at the end of your move.
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A sample game

Black: P. Bolchover

White: R. Michaels

1 f6-f7

 

Preparing to form a powerful diagonal piece later after e3-c6.

 

pl5-m12 Controls the centre, and blocks a long-range attack upon White’s

ring. It also builds up an attack on the central block. Both the

last moves announcethe players’ intention to form a second ring.

2 e3-e6 Forms a diagonal piece attacking White’s ring, and prepares to

form a second ring. However, it doesn’t do muchdefensively.

pl8-p15 Defends the centre.

3 b3-e3 Formsa ring. Note the many strong attacks forwards, but each of

these attacks will disable one of Black’s rings.

el5-hl12 Opensa line against Black’s second ring andreinforces the centre.

b13-d15 might be a good movein the future.

4 m6-17 Opensa line for the forwards piece centred on m3.
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3 3

2 2
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After Black 4 After Black 8

m12-j9 White goes for the exchange but pins 114 to the White ring. It

5 16-17

h15-k12

6 17-110

m15-j12

7 06-07

sl8—p18

does, however, open adiagonalline for White, while blocking one

for Black.

h6-i7 or j6-k7 might be better.

Reinforces White’s ring and opens up his queen.

Opens up the centre for both players. It is unclear who has the

advantage in this position. Overall, the move is probably bad, as

it exposes Black’s second ring.

The White pawnsarestarting to lookslightly too far advanced.

Attacking the pinned White pawn.

Forming a double ring.

 



8 p7—m10

k18-k12

9 j3-j10

k13-j12

10 39-310

ql5-rl4

11 e6—-h6

jl3-j12

12 j9-j10

c13-cl5

13 310-k11

cl7-c7
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After White 13

l4 g3-33

h18-k18

15 k11-113

k18-k15

16 m3-m13

b7-e4

|7 j3-m3

r14—oll

18 r8-r6

o11-j6
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Opening up an attack on the weak 111 square.

Probably the best way of defending.

j9-k10 would leave the Black ring underattack.

Initiating a diagonal attack on the Black ring.

Blocking the attack.

Preparing for a flank attack and increasing the pressure on Black,
who looks very weak defensively, but has a strong attack against

White’s ring.

Removing the obstructing stone.

Note that this moveis illegal, since the piece can only move as

far as c8, but as neither player noticed it at the time the move

stands.
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Final position

Forming a double ring for extra protection.

Note that White could kill Black’s rings, but in doing so would

destroy his own ring, and hence wouldlose.

Disabling the White piece centred on k15.

Threatening moves such as e3-h3.

Disabling the Black piece centred on m13.

Mate.

 



A Mathematical Interlude

The Faculty

Here, for those who missed them,is a summaryof the lectures given in Cambridge over
the last two or so years.

Geometry

“Just as theologians have to ignore the possibility that God might not exist in order to
get anywhere, we must ignore these difficulties as an act of faith.”
“Even as a baby, when you were scribbling on a bit of paper, you were accustoming
yourself to the Euclidean plane.”

Methods

“We now equate degrees of awfulness on each side.”
“Even an applied mathematician like me feels embarrassment in telling you such a bunch
of lies.”

“The trick is to interpret what you meanby

a

limit in a different way.”
“Lecturers are told to show respect for their audience in the waythey dress. What people
don’t realise is that wearing a tie and pushing a blackboard up and down, you break
out in a sweat. So, now I’ve shown you myrespect, I’m going to take off my tie.”

Complex Methods
“Weshall assume obvious things are true, and pick up the pieces afterwards when things
go wrong.” |

GamesandLogic

“Very few people are born category theorists.”
“There aren’t many arguments based on definition by contradiction.”
“Now that’s certainly something to do with something.”
“Logically, ‘and’ is the sameas ‘or’.”

Discrete Mathematics
“Why would I be wanting to do that? [pause] Yes, why would I be wanting to do that?”
“I’ve been informed that there are Satanic references in my lectures—if you haven’t
noticed, don’t worry aboutit.”

Lie Groups

“With that remark the following are equivalent:

I’ve lost my board rubber;

{1,v1,..., Un} are linearly dependent over Q.”

Functional Analysis

“All mathsis either analysis or algebra.”
“Analysis is great fun and algebra’s all right if you like that sort of thing.”

Category Theory

“Add brackets to taste.”

Electromagnetism
“... because E is discontinuous only at discontinuities.”

[28]
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Quantum Mechanics and Special Relativity
‘Deuterium has the same chemistry as oxygen.”

| never did Chemistry at school because I was too busy doing Greek.”

You could start from axioms and deduce mathematically but then you wouldn’t know
where you were going.”

‘Wewill now have a mathematical interlude.”

“Pure mathematicians are still uneasy about calling it a delta function but physicists
can call anything they want a function.”

Knot Theory

. whereas, believe it or not, the previous section was meant to have proofs in it.”

Local Fields

“Until further notice C = 2.”

Iluid Dynamics

‘Now is arbitrary, so the integrands are equal, assuming the volume is smooth enough,
which it always is in Applied Mathematics.”

Probability

‘Now to work out the variance of the random variable Z, where Z has mean 0 and

variance 1.”

“A little bit of excitement comes from working it out as I go along ... Is that right?”

Quadratic Mathematics

“They were discovered in the second half of the eighteenth century, that is before the

uineteenth century began.”

“Above all, Number Theory is an experimental science.”

Nonlinear Dynamical Systems

‘We express Zn as a binary decimal.”

Commutative Algebra

|Describing the course] “Just linear algebra with knobs on.”

‘Proof in one line—provided yourline is long enough.”

‘I'll leave you to fill in the gaps—not that there are any gaps.”

‘| mean I’m an artist—I can’t work with small bits of chalk.”

“This ‘p’ is a Gothic p—sort of curly. It’s not just that I can’t write p.”

“Again [ve said nothing really—just words.”

“Oh! TPve lost all my differentials!”
‘For those of you who like category theory: it’s not your fault.”

. SO you’ve been studying linear affine algebraic R-varieties since the age of five.”

Calculus and Methods
‘We'll assume we’re in three dimensions, just to make it general.”

Differential Geometry

‘Before passing on, there are two morethings I’d like to talk about in this chapter.”

Principles of Dynamics

You know you’re right because you know howto do it in two dimensions.”

Andfinally...

Oh dear! I seem to have run out of time too quickly.”

  



Problems Drive 1993

Timothy Lufingham

The Problems Drive is an annual Archimedeansinstitution. Teams of two enter and have

to answer twelve questions; they receive one question every five minutes, and questions

are taken away after ten minutes. Teamsare given an additional ten minutesto finish off

answering questions, make plausible guesses, or just fill the cross-number with random

digits. Teamsare traditionally represented by a symbol of their own choosing to provide

a degree of anonymity.

This year, ten pairs entered, and the questions were easier and the scoring system

more rational (in both senses of the word) than the previous year. The wooden spoon

was awarded to the appropriately-named ‘dustbin’, alias one current and one future

committee member, both from Clare. The prize for most amusing wrong answer, two
creme eggs, was awarded to a pairing of half of the current editorship anda girl ror

Queens’, for the answer ‘POISON’for question 12, and the winners, with a score of 745Ar

were‘stick figure and umbrella stand’ (actually intended to be a team self-caricature),

otherwise known as Colin Bell and Michael Fryers (respectively) of Trinity College, who

will set questions for next year.

Answers can be found on pages 55-56.

1. What are the next two termsof the following series?

(a) 1, 2,3, 10, 99,...,
(b) 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8,9, 11, 14, 15, 18,
(c) 1, 2,3, 1,2, 3, 4, 2,1, 2,3,. .
(d) 1, 2,3, 2,2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 23.00...

2. The priests of an ancient mystic religion counted, for reasons lost in the mists of

time, in base 6. They regarded a numberas male if its base 6 representation contained

the holy digit 2; if not, it was regarded as female. The most holy numbers, known to
the priests as harmonious numbers, were those which perfectly balanced the male and

the female (that is, a number was harmoniousif the set of integers between 1 and the

number, inclusive, contained an equal numberof male and female numbers).

The smallest harmonious integer was, therefore, 2. What was the largest harmo-
nious integer? Please give your answer in base 10.

3. Solve the following crossnumber. None of the answers begins with a 0.

 

1 2 3

1A(base 8) = 3D(base 11)

* ° 1D(base 7) = 7A(base 6)

2D(base 4) = 4A(base 5)

2D(base 10) = 6A(base 7)

7 5D(base 14) = 6A(base 10)

 

 
 

       
[30]
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|. | have a 6 x 6 square board, and I have placed a counter on some of the squares.

|.) each square S$ without a counter on it, a number n(S) has been assigned. I want to

iinimise the numberof counters used, while making all the numbers n(S) assigned to

ile uncovered squares different. What is the smallest numberof counters I could useif:

n(S) is the total number ofsquares in a horizontalor vertical line through S which

contain counters?

n(S) is the total number of squares in a diagonal line through 5 which contain

counters?

—

a

‘an

—

5. A well known mathematics lecturer was murdered last night. You know that one

of six suspects was responsible, and they have all made statements to you. You also

know that three of the suspects are pure mathematicians, and the other three are

applied. Unfortunately, you do not know which is which; you only know that pure

iiathematicians always give an odd numberof true statements, and applied ones always

vive an even number.

The statements are:

A: Iam an applied mathematician.

D and F are applied mathematicians.

B and E are pure mathematicians.

B: I did not commit the murder.

C and F are the same sort of mathematician.

The murdereris an applied mathematician.

(: Iam a pure mathematician.

D did not commit the murder.

F did not commit the murder.

D: I did not commit the murder.

B did not commit the murder.

E is an applied mathematician.

Is: A killed him.

B killed him.

F killed him.

I’: C is an applied mathematician.

B is the murderer.
I was drinking tea with A and alllast night.

Whoare the pure mathematicians, who are the applied ones, and whois the mur-

derer?

6. Lown a regular polyhedron K, withall its faces numbered differently. You and I play

1 game: I choose a vertex of K, you name n faces of K, and I then tell you which of

‘hose n faces contain the vertex I chose. You then guess which vertex I chose.

What is the smallest value of n which will always enable you to guess correctly if

I\ 1s:

(a) a dodecahedron?
(lb) an icosahedron?
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7. What is the length of the side of the smallest regular tetrahedron that can contain
two spheres of unit diameter?

8. Four circles, with centres at (1,1), (1,—1), (—1,1), and (—1,—1), all have radius2.

What is the area of their common intersection?

9. Finda3x3 matrix M, with entries 1, 2, 3,4, 5,6, 7, 8, and 9, which has a determinant
of 1.

10. I have taught my pet mouse, Arthur, to run through grids of coloured squares that

I set up for him, obeying certain rules. When he runs over a red square heturnsleft at
the centre of the square, when he runs over a blue square he turns right at the centre

of it, and when heruns over a white one, he continuesstraight on.

I have set up a 5 x 5 grid for Arthur to run through, and I notice that when he

enters the grid at the points O, N, M, L, and K (see the diagram below), he leaves it

at A, B, C, D, and E respectively. I now send him in at point R. Given that I have
coloured the grid with red, blue, and white squares only, at which points would it be

possible for Arthur to leave the grid?

T S R QP

YH
0D

A
wD

PY

A
-r

F
BA

O

  F G HI J

11. Four friends are playing Number Boggle, an undeservedly little known variant of

Boggle. It is played with the triangular board shown above, with a digit between 0 and

9 in each of the circles, and each player has to make a numberby going from circle to

adjacent circle along the joining lines, without going into any circle twice.

In one particular game, Alice found the number 36725, Betty found 2000064,
Charles found 41821650, and David, who had never played before, only managed to

find the number 9. The digit on the right hand side of the second row was a 2. Fill in
the rest of the board.

12. Each of the following contains the letters of the surnames of three famous mathe-

maticians. What are the names? (All accents have been ignored.)

(a) AAEEEEFILMMNNRRRTU

(b) CDDEEEGILLNNOOTUW

(c) AAACCCCEHLNOUWYYYY

(d) AAAADEGJMNNORRSSSUU

(e) AAACCEGILNNOOOPRRST
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Mark Wainwright

Introduction

(‘lhe Cambridge University Mathematical Limerick Laboratory has been particularly
lisy of late, and considerations of space preclude the present paper from giving more

ian a brief survey of the directions that research has been taking. Readers looking for

, more detailed exposition should consult the Laboratory’s own journal, and others in

ihe field. A less technical account of some of the Laboratory’s earlier work is contained

in [1].

In this paper, we shall confine ourselves to the following: (1) progress on the

Wainwright-Bending hypothesis; (2) the work of the Special Research Unit at CUMLL,
set up to investigate thematic pairs of limericks; and (3) a few miscellaneous remarks

und results.

|. The Wainwright—Bending Hypothesis

Students of MLs will recall the Extended Wainwright-Bending Hypothesis, that there

would be a logical equivalence between the two approaches (technical and semantic)

\o writing limericks. Details will be found in [1]. In 1990 a highly technical paper was

published in the Journal of Mathematical Limerick Research [2], proposing a proof of
ile hypothesis. The paper, which had a numberof authorsincluding the present author,

was widely acclaimedin the literature; unfortunately four monthsafter its publication a

fatal flaw was found in the proof by the distinguished researcherin thefield, A. Nomet.*

Nomet noticed (in [4]) that the Limerick Existence Theorem (LET) was applied where,
(or rather surprising reasons, its conditions failed to hold; as adirect result he was

able to construct an ingenious argument to show that the hypothesisis, in fact, false.

However (see [5]) Nomet also showed that theoriginal proof could be made to workfor

slightly modified form of the hypothesis, and thus that suitable modifications of the
wo approachesare, indeed, equivalent. Readers maybe interestedin a graffito recently

1ecorded on the doorof one of the toilets in CUMLL:

NOMET’S CAUGHT WAINWRIGHT-—BENDING

perhaps giving some idea of the general merriment induced in the Laboratory by

Nomet’s publication of his results.

2. The Special Research Unit

At the time of publication of [1], emphasis at CUMLLwason limericks with a symbolic
expression, rather than text; an example given there was

w/3

/ Bde = (8? /Andv)(\gl).
 

* some of whose results were published in a previous issue of this journal; see [3].

[33]
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Even then, however, there was some interest in limericks expressing well-known or

important results; the article ended with a query as to the possibility of expressing

the four-colour theorem in limerick form. To put the cart before the horse, we start by

giving the following result of Dr J. R. Partington, a valuable corresponding memberof

the Laboratory:

Remarked Appel to Haken oneday,

“Do you know,it is true what they say:

That a graph requires four

Distinct colours, not more,
If it’s planar. The proof needs a Cray.”

Said the other, “We don’t need a Cray—

Just an Apple (as Newton might say).

And so Hearken,old chap,
We shall colour each map

Making do with an Appela day.”

Other results relating to the four-colour theorem are given later in this article;

what concerns us hereis the felicitous timing of Partington’s results. For they came
shortly after the institution of CUMLL’s Special Research Unit (SRU), to investigate

pairs of linked thematic limericks precisely such as Partington’s, and thus tied together

two hitherto unrelated research projects. |

An early problem studied by the SRU was the vexed question of Hardy’s Taxi

Number. The problem proved especially intractable; no serious results were found, but
the following limerick lemmata were thrown up:

Said Hardy, “How dull, I opine,

To have waited so long in that line

And endup in a cab

With a number so drab

As a thousand and seven-two-nine.”

Said Ramanujan, sucking at jubes,

“You may as well travel by tubes
As omit to account

For the smallest amount

That is doubly the sum of two cubes.”

It will be clear that more work is required in this area if anything of value is to be
salvaged.

Other initiatives from the SRU were moresuccessful. In particular, the Unit was

able to make excellent use of results from the highly successful Scansion Project, which

are still too sensitive to be released. (It is hoped, however, that they will be published

before the end of the present academic year.) The question of Fermat’s Last Theorem
was tackled with some success:

“For positive a, b, and c,”

Remarked Fermat, “raise each to thed.
Then no two of the herd

Will add up to the third,

If d is no smaller than three.
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I have really a marvellous proof

And it’s not an erroneous goof.
Yet this margin’s too small

To contain it atall,

But I promise it isn’t a spoof!”

The announcement in 1993, by Prof. Andrew Wiles, that Fermat’s Last Theorem

lad at last been proved,led to a scurry of activity at CUMLL,leading to some brief

remarks in the Laboratory journal (see, for example, [6]), but this was perhaps exces-

sively hasty, in the light of subsequent analysis apparently showing that Wiles’ proof

was flawed.*

3. Other results

The Laboratory’s Four Colour Project is now being wound up,j its research being
essentially complete. Some related results were presented above. Otherlines of attack,

relying on repetitive case-checking by computer, proved lessfruitful than might perhaps

lave been hoped. Yet another approach wasto consider the notion of trying to dapple,

or possibly darken, a map. Producing the requisite number of rhymes sometimes led

the Project into deep waters: —

If you want without clashes to dapple

A chart on aplane, then your map’Il

Require only four

Coloured pencils, no more,
As was proven by Haken and Appel.

(ther useful work in various fields has been done by Dilip Sequeira; someof his results

appeared in [7].
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* This comment may have beenslightly hasty, in the light of further analysis apparently showing

(hat Wiles’ proof was not as flawed as had previously been thought. —ED.

{ Again, this was written too soon. Apparently a new proof of the FCT has just been announced,

iuuch shorter and in principle checkable by a human. CUMLLhassetto workonce more on the

| heorem.

 
 



The Gyroscope
Kosuke Odagiri

The complete solution of gyroscopic motion involveselliptic integrals and elliptic func-

tions (which are inverses of elliptic integrals). In this article we derive the standard
elliptic integral expressions describing the motion of the symmetric gyroscope.

Elliptic integrals are integrals involving square roots of third or fourth degree

polynomials. These can be reduced to combinations of three integrals known as the

Legendre—Jacobi standard form:

dz
p dy sin d

= | \/1 — k? sin? wb =| J(1 = 22)(1 = k22?)’

og sin d _

Bk, 6) = | y1~ Hsin? ya = [ tade
0 0 -

P(k,

and

m(é.n,k) = f° ——
0 (1+nsin* p)\/1 — k2sin2y
sin d dz

~ | (1+ nz?)JG — 22)— 22?)
Elliptic integrals are so called because the arc length of an ellipse involves an

integral of this form. It is easy to show that for an ellipse of major axis 2a and minor
axis 2b the arc length is given by

L(a,b) = 4aE (yi- 4.3) = 40E (,5), (1)

where e is the eccentricity of the ellipse.

A less obvious caseis that of the motion of a particle on a parabolic path under
gravity.

 
For a particle on any curve,

m
ds\?2

7 @ + mgy = total energy = constant.

[36]
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ds

dt

m (ds\*
3 a =mg(yo — y),

sud solving this by separation of variables gives

- | ds (2)

29(Yo — y)

. the general solution. In the case of a parabola, substituting

= 0 at Y = Yo;

ex” exe

y= and w= >
VIVES

1 Dat

(xggc(x2—x2)

lence the period of oscillation is

14+ c*r?

ge(xg — 2°)
Substituting z/x29 = cos ¢ reduces the above expression to

a L+ e'e9 5 CL 7

gee ipo2
1 27 1

=1 (5 (S5*).5 (az)g cna g ctae

The period ofoscillation of a particle confined in a parabolic well under gravity

lis a geometric analogue, as follows:

(1) Plot foci P,P’ such that OP = OP’ represents time \/c/g.

(2) Plot B,B' such that OB = OB' = (1/cro)OP = (20 /2yo)OP.

(3) Using a string, or otherwise, drawan ellipse with the foci at P and P’ going through

Band B’.

 

  

e
u

 B'

| li circumference represents the period of oscillation.
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It is useful to define complete elliptic integrals as follows:

K(k) =F G =) and E(k)=E G *) |
2

b2
L(a,b) = 4aE i — <= |.

a

These are called the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively.
We now consider the simple pendulum. For this system the length element is

ds = ld@ andthe height y = —l cos @. Equation (2) now becomes

Hence (1) becomes

 

t= | ld@

— \/2gl(cos @ — cos 6)

d(o/2_ vile| (0/2) |

\/sin? (4 /2) — sin*(6/2)

Substituting k = sin(@)/2) and kz = sin(@/2) reduces the above expression to

— dz

= To | J(1 —2z*)(1- k2 22)

Therefore the period of oscillation is

: dz
T= avila | Janay

= 4,/(1/g) K(k).

Although the above algebraic manipulations are simple the method used in reduc-

ing the solution to the standard form is worth attention. Consider an integral of the

form

 

  

  
1 — k?2z?)

withO <8 < A.
/ dé

cos 6 — cos6

Substituting z = cos @ transformsthis to

 ro <ar<l. 
-{ dx

J(x —2)(1- v2)"

Hence we have established a method for converting an integral of the form

 (3) 
[- dx

0 Vemd— a)
to a complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

The amplitude function am(u, /) is defined as the inverse of the elliptic integral of

the first kind. If

g

= / Ye: then ¢ = am(u,k).
0 1 — k? sin?

Functions sn and cn are defined as the sine and cosine of the amplitude function.
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Weare now ready to tackle the gyroscope.

O, pivot
« .

   
G, centre of gravity 

Weuse standard spherical polars: 6 is the angle between OG and the downward

‘ertical and @¢ is the angle between OG anda fixed horizontal as seen from above. The
eneth of the gyroscope is h. The angular rotation of the gyroscope is denoted by

| positive 1s anticlockwise as seen from G). It can be seen that although 6 is perpendicular

toy and d, y and d are not necessarily orthogonal. The component of ¢ along the w

irection is —¢cos@ and that perpendicular to it is dsin 6.

A possible solution is that 6 will remain constant and that the gravitational couple

will be just the right amount to keep the symmetry axis of the gyroscope moving on a

cone. This is called steady precession, and the rate of precession is the angular speed

i( which the axis describes a complete cone. In general, however, 6 will oscillate. This

ocillation is termed nutation. If nutation occurs, 6, d, and M will all oscillate at the

iiitational frequency. We will derive this frequency by considering the oscillation of 6.

If we define I) to be the moment of inertia along OG, and I, to be the moment

of inertia perpendicular to OG about O, then the total kinetic energy is given by

T = 11) (i — dcosd)? +41, 6° + (d sin)” |

 
lle gravitational potential energy is V = —mghcos@ where h = OG, and m=total
bass, SO

L=T-V= 1 Ty (a _ cos 6)? + iL 6 + (dsin? @)*| +mghcos@.

lle Euler-Lagrange equations are

OL <(3
Da =) 0, (t=47,6,¢).

| lierefore we have the following constants of motion:

| ‘Total energy,

OL
E = —0+ — ——~ a)—

a6 +5yet 5i

= 1T(x ~ ocos 6)? - 51, 6? + (dsin 6) — mghcos@.

7 Angular momentum along OG (since L is independentof w),

Jy = 5 = Tyo — I cos 6.   
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3. Angular momentum in the vertical direction (since £ is independentof ¢),

OL
J,=—

Oo
os —Iyb cos @ + +I) cos” 6+ I, dsin® 0

= —Jy cos? + I, ¢sin? 6.

From these we can derive the familiar equation for gyroscopic motion:

i oa : 6)?
B= 17,62 4 Hy twcos — mghcos8@.

21 27, sin* 6 4

Wecan solve this equation by separation of variables: let 99 < 8 < @;. Since d=()

at 6 = 8 or 6 = 4), we get

(J. + Jy cos 6; )?

21, sin? 6,

(Jz + Jy cos 6)?
—~mghcos6, = 41,6?gn cosOy gt” OTsin? 8

 — mghcos@.

Let y = cos6, yo = cosand y; = cos 6; (y is minus the height, or the depth, of the

gyroscope; yo and y; are the maximum and minimum depthsrespectively, normalised

by h). Then dy = — sin 6d6, so

62 — Ve _ y?stm,
sin'6 1l-y

Substituting this into the previous equation we get

2 (Jet Jun)?  Je+Ivy)?1T = h(y —

typ many Ww) + ory) BT)”
 

or, rearranging:

P’y?(1—y?) = 2mghl(y — y1)(1 — yf)(1 — 9”)
+(Jz+ Jum )?(1 —y?) — (Jz + Jwy)* (1 - yf)

where the subscript on IJ, is omitted for simplicity. To get this in the form (3) this

expression must be factorised. Clearly y — y; is a factor.

P?y?(1 — yf) = 2mghI(y — yi) — yf)— y?) + 2(yj — y”*)
+ 2JyJz [yi(1 —y”) — yl — yf)] + Jo(yt - 9”)

= Imgh(y — yi)(1 — yf (1 — y?) + (J2 + JG\(yi — 9")
+ 2JyJe(y1 — y)(1 — yy)

=(y—y1) [2mghI(1 — y?) — (J2 + Jey +y1) — 2yJ2(1 — yry)).

Now, to make the remaining factorisation easier, define

P? = 2mghI(1 — y?) > 0,

2PQ = Jit J? -QWyJeys

= (Jy — Jey)’ + Je — yz) 2 0,
and R? = P?+Q?-2J,J.—(Jj —Ji)y > 0,
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with Rand P positive. This gives

Py?(1—y?) =(y-y) [PP— y?) — 2PQy - 2yJ2 — (Ji + Jim]

=(y—y)[R* — (Py + Q)’|

=(y—yw)\(R+ Py+Q)(R—- Py —- Q). (4)

\\e now want to find yo, the maximum depth. Clearly y = 0 at yo.

(yo- wi (R+ Pyo +Q)(R—- Pyo — Q) = 0,

oR+ Pyo+Q=0o0r R— Py —Q=0,1e.,

__QtR | — R-Q
vo = P ’ r Yo = P .
 

li can be shown that

 

lit yo and yy were chosen to be the maximum and minimum depthsrespectively, and

o if yo were this, we would have y; > yo, which is clearly impossible. Therefore

_R-Q
Yo = P

lkcturning to (4), we can rewrite it as

>. Py+Q Py +
Pyl—yt)=Ry-m) (1 ~1*) (0: - mee

Py + QFo

lefine

Py+Q Y= and Y; =

ince yr Sy < yo, yo = (RK — Q)/P and P, Rk 2 0,

Py +Q — Pw tQ< = 1.
R R

Y; =
 

VOW P

Y= <4.R?

| herefore >

R "72 2

P? Y (1 ~— Yy ) a R?

PY*(1—yf) =

i (Y-¥Y,)14+Y)a-Y),ak
P

RP(Y —¥i)(1—Y”),
which is of the form (3). Using the same method we used for the simple pendulum,let

} cos ® and Y = cos 2 Since Y; < Y < 1 we have 0 < ® < Qj. It follows that

| ~sin 4, 0 Y? = sin? 66? = (1 — Y?)@?.

1?(1 —Y?)@?(1 — y?) = RP(cos 6 — cos ®;)(1 — Y”);

I?67(1 — y?) = RP(cos © — cos §;)

®, » ®
= 2RP (sit > — sin =)
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Let k = sin(®,/2), kz = sin(@/2), withO << @),so0<z<l. This implies that

62 _ Ak? 3?

1 — k22?°

Therefore
2 4k? 2° 2 2 22

I Topage(t — vi) = 2RP(R —k*z ).

Solving for 2” we have

RP ,
2? = ——~—__(1 — 2*)(1— k?2*),~

— 277(1 — yf)

which gives us the following solution to our differential equation:

21?(1 — yf)/ / dz
dt =

\/(1 — z2)(1 — kz?) RP

RP mghR
a SS — ;

272(1-y?) V IP

then the solution can be expressedas

 

—

C
r
—

 

Nowlet

 

The periodof the oscillations can be defined as two nutational cycles, so that in

the limiting case of a simple pendulum the periodis the periodof oscillation of a simple

pendulum. Therefore

r=4[ dz 2I2(1 — y?)

yA— 221 — kz?) RP

2I?(1 — y?)

 

 

 

= 4 RP Iy(k)

IP ..

=4 mah‘):

Hence the timing of nutational oscillation of a gyroscope1s equal to that of a simple

pendulum with length of string / and amplitude a such that

217g sin’ 6, IP
l=SO

RP mbhR

and
P cos6; +Q

cos Qa ES eeR 9

 

_ a Psin= \/Eileos 4) — cos @,),
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‘ here

P= V2mghIsin 6,,

R= VP? + Q? — JyJ. — (J2 + J2) cos A,
 

1 ‘
Q = pi ((Jy — J.) + JZ sin@,),

~
~

ond 6) and 6; are the minimum and maximum values of @ respectively.

The rate of precession can be calculated from the equation

J, = —Jycosé+ I, osin? 6.

lls gives
b= J-+Jgcos6@ — Jz +Jywy

~  Tysin?@ Ty(1—y?)
 

\Ve know that y = yo — (2R/P)k*=*, so we get

j — Jet dulwe = (2R/P)K=*)
Ti [1 — (yo — 2R/P)k? =?)
 

aud 2 is given by sn[{y(t — to)]. @ can also be found as afunction of 2 by multiplying

(he above expression by

dz 2I?(1 — y?)

J(1 — 2?)(1 — k? 2?) RP
 dt = 

aud integrating. This will be a combination of elliptic integrals of the third kind.

(5) reduces to the compound pendulumsolution for Jy, = J; = 0,1.¢., P = R. If

/,. = 0, we have the general motion of a paricle on a string which remains taut. The
extension to an asymmetric gyroscope would involve a more tedious derivation of the

equation of motion.

 
 



How to be a Good Lecturer
Jonathan Partington

“Well hello and welcome to thefirst lecture of the course er look I said hello look I'd

like to start now will you shut up SHUT UP PLEASEoh thank you I don’t mind you

talking if you do so quietly I didn’t ask to do this course you know I wanted to do

algebra I told them I didn’t know any analysis ...
“'.. Now this course is all about complex numbers and I’ve got a list of recom-

mended books here er well no in fact I seem to have left it behind never mind they’re

all out of print anyway now let me write up a definition where’s the chalk gone ah here

it is [SNAP] ah let me take another piece [THUD] not very big these platforms are they

I keep falling off them ...
“ _. Now definition 1.1 is ah um of course I haven’t said what this section’s called

yet oh it doesn’t seem to have a name anywayit’s all about convergence of powerseries

youdid somethinglike it in real analysis didn’t you don’t you rememberwell he should

have done it in his lectures I don’t have time to go into it now...

“... Now definition 1.1 [scribble scribble] can you read that at the back no oh well

sit further forward then can you read it at the front ah come to thinkof it I can’t read

it either perhaps if I turn on this ight ah no not that one another one oh well the

cord was a bit frayed I suppose well look that symbolis a capital sigma yes what’s the

problem yes well green seems to be the only colour they have left in the box probably

because nobodyin his right mind uses it so they leave it for me ...

“ .. Well look perhapsif I explain it in words it’s all in the textbooks anyway

I can’t help it if they’re missing from the library people eat them or something well

now I’ll draw a diagram you don’t have to copy this exactly becauseit’s slightly wrong

anyway this is diagram 2 good question I think I forgot to draw diagram 1 anywayas|

say it doesn’t help much phew let me take my jacket off a bit [rip] oh well I sewed that

button on myself you can tell can’t you...

. Now let me digress a minute about the history of the subject here it was
discovered by Cauchy or do I mean Gauss one of those people and he sent a copy ofhis

paper to someoneelse who well anywayit’s very important and hasa lot of applications

such as er such as well anyway you will see applications in your other courses I expect

of course they don’t use the same notation but then they don’t have the same ideas of

rigour as we do and nowlet’s write downthe first result lemma 1.2...

“'.. Lemma 1.2 oh I haven’t actually defined radius of convergence yet have I still

let me write it up and we can decide what it means later well I still seem to have a few

minutes left so ’d better start the proof let n be this and r be this and v be that and n
be that no on second thoughts I’m already using n nowso [’!l call it nu pardon noit’s
a nuagreek letter you must have seen it before you know greek letters alpha etcetera

no this one is nu all right call it v if you like but we’re already using still it won’t

cause confusion ...

“... Now multiply this out and obviously what we get is er clearly um oh that
can’t be right what have I done wrong here can you see the mistake maybe I lost a

minus sigu somewhere search me oh dear it’s timeto finish isn’t it well give me just

5 more minutes andI'll finish this off and oh maybe I should do this bit again more
carefully next time ah that should have been a nu maybeno it should be a v oh it’s an

ac

[44]
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| is it oh well look Pll finish this next time I’m sure I’ve got most of the details right
‘| s really very elementary after all I haven’t done anything nontrivial yet ...”

llow to be a good memberofa lecture audience

\aaachoooo! Cough. Splutter. Wheeze. Yes I’ve got a cold. There’s a lot of it about.

\o | don’t use a handkerchief. Sniff. Sniff. Cough. Oh thanks, now I’ve sneezed on your

iotes [might as well blow my nose on them. Zurrrrrkkk! Hoooossssh! Now whatlecture
in this? ...

“... Do you think he’s got this bit wrong? Well I’m sure you can proveit quickly
ising matrices. Shall I ask him whether you can? No. Something wrong? No, nothing

wrong. I was just wonderingif you could prove it more quickly with matrices. Oh I see.

‘tick my head in a bucket of WHAT? Oh right. Yes ...

“... God this is so boringly obvious. I think I’ll do the crossword instead. Mixed-up
caterpillar in tribal religion, we hear? Hmm. Can youthink of an anagram ofcaterpillar?

(hl ’m SORRY. I didn’t realise you were listening to the lecturer. Oh I thought he was

proving a different theorem. Excuse me, how do you get x-squared there? You just

«xplained that. Sorry, I didn’t realise ...

“... Can I borrow a bit of paper? Have I really borrowed one every day this week? —
\l thanks. I don’t suppose you have a pen I could use? YesI'll take care of it. Ooops,

i's on the floor. [SCRUNCH.] Ah well at least we know whereit is now ...”

And how to be a good exam invigilator

(). Ix. you can start writing as soon as you get to your places. Look would you mind

itting down? What do you meanthere isn’t a desk for you? You must be in the wrong

(oom. What’s your name? Oh. Well there don’t seem to be enough desks. Perhaps you
could sit on the floor this time. Comeon,let’s get started ...

“... Ha ha ha ha ha! Oh sorry. I’ve just seen the joke in question 5. I don’t know
low they think of them. What a laugh exams are, eh? Anyway don’t let me disturb

you. Sorry about that ...

“... What do you want? Well why didn’t you go beforehand? Honestly, the incon-
‘inents you get round here. Well why didn’t you bring a pottie with you? Ohall right

| ll find someone to escort you. Can’t have you stinking the place out, can we? Though

iiaybe you should have a doctor’s certificate [rustle rustle]. No, it doesn’t mention that.

(). IX. get amoveon...

. [Creak, creak, creak, crash!] Bloody hell, they don’t make chairs like they
ised to, do they. I bet Chippendale’s chairs never gave way when you leant back on

‘hem. Oh well, now I’ve nowhere to sit down. [Tramp, tramp, tramp.] (God what a
iscless answer that chap’s writing. Even I know that 2+2 is 4 not 5. Must be nerves,

oor chap.) Oh sorry, am I putting you off? [ll go and breathe down somebodyelse’s
neck wo.

“... Ah, this one looks calm—he’s writing away nineteen to the dozen. A-a-a-a-

SHOOOO!! Oh sorry. Yes we can pick up all the sheets of paper. And I’ll try and
liudl you a clean question paper. What was that sheet that went through the window?
(Juestion 2? Oh well, maybe somebodywill pick it up and handit in to us. You wouldn’t

lave got many marks on it anyway,it’s quite tricky ...

“Right, all writing must cease now. In fact if you knew yourstuff it would have
ceased 20 minutes ago. Look I told you to stop. Well you’ll have to hand it in anony-
iously then, won’t you? I don’t suppose it’ll make much difference to yourresult ...

“... Honestly the students of today just can’t cope the way we had to...”

 

  



On Postulates of a Group

Jingcheng ‘Tong

First a definition; A semigroup is a set G together with an associative binary operation

(written multiplicatively) G x G > G.

Therefore a semigroup G with an identity is a group if every element a in G has an

‘nverse. It is well known that this statement can be weakened to: a semigroup G witli

a left identity is a group if every element a in G hasa left inverse. Can this weakened

statement be weakened again? The following theorem gives an affirmative answer:

THEOREM 1. A semigroup G is a group if and only if

(i) there is an element e in G such that, for each element a in G, there is a positive

integer Mq with e™¢a = a;

(ii) for each element a in G,there is an element a’ in G and a positive integer n, with

aa=e"™.

PROOF. The necessity is trivial since if G is a group we can let Ma = Na = 1 for any

element a in G.
To prove sufficiency, let a= e in (i). Then

metl -_
€ ec.

It is easily seen that, for any positive integer s,

es(me tl) —

Let a be an arbitrary element in G. Then there is a positive integer mq such that

e™aq = a. There are obviously many positive integers satisfying this equality. Denote

the smallest such by 7™7,. Then e™¢a = a. Weshall now prove that ™, < m, for any

element a in G.

If mM, >m, +1, then there are two positive integers qa and rq such that

Ma = QGa(me+1)4+7a, where gg >1,and O< Tra < me.

This implies
ema — elatta

So da t+fa satisfies the requirements for mq and is less than 7%a which is a contradiction.

Therefore mM, < m,. Similarly we can prove that the least positive integer 7% satisfying

a'a = e™ cannot exceed me.
If s is a positive integer and e™*a = a, then

Ma3My (s—1)ma (eMq) _ e(s—1)ma g _ = ¢ a= a.
€ a=e

If k = m,! then k is a constant and, for any element a in G, a | k. Therefore efa=a

for all a in G.

[46]
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From a'a = e"?, we have

k-Nq (a’a) _ ek—Na Na

\luch we rearrange to
k(ef -"2q')a = e*,

| lerefore for each element in a in G, e*~"«a’ is a left inverse to the identity e*. G has

left identity and left inverses. Therefore by the result stated at the start of the article

(, is a group.

ln Theorem1 we weakened the requirements on a one sided identity. It is natural
(o ask whether we can weaken the two sided form. The following theorem givesthis:

| 1hOREM 2. A semigroup G is a group if and only if

(1) there is an element e in G such that, for any element a in G, there are two positive

integers 14, Tq such that e!a gel:

(1) for each element a in G, there is an element a’ in G and a positive integer nq such

that a'a = e™,

l'hOOF. The necessity is trivial since if G is a group we maylet [g =rg = 1.

To prove the sufficiency, let a = e in thefirst equality. Then we have

eletltre — ¢.

let kh =1. +re +1. By similar methods to before, it is easily seen that for any positive
infteper §

lot 1y,%q be a pair of positive integers with minimal sum such that eleqe™= =a. Then,

in Theorem 1, dividing /, and 7, by k+1 implies !, < k—1land7, < k—1. Similarly

| 1, is the smallest positive integer such that a’a = e™*, then, < k—1. Nowkisa

Foustant and

a= e'*ae"™,

| erefore e*—! is a left identity in G. _
Now weshow that for each element a in G has a left inverse. From a’a = e™* we

have

kia —1 k-1€ a'a)=e

Hence e&-"a-1q! is a left inverse of a. So G hasa left identity and left inverses and as

fore G is a group.

 

 



Solving Polynomials

Jamie Gabbay

A complex polynomial p is a map C — C defined by

p(rz) = Sie =<. Tee — pi) t;,pi,r € C.

7=0 t=1

In this article, p will be monic throughout (normalising if necessary) and we shall

also impose the condition that the roots are distinct. Given this, a degree n polynomial

determines and is uniquely determined byits roots (a set of n complex numbers). Using

this isomorphism, we can treat p and the set {p;} more or less interchangeably.

The reason for imposing distinct routes is that, for example, a cubic with a double
root behaves for our purposes as a quadratic. This special case needs careful treatment

but in almost all cases the formulae we obtain work anyway through a limiting argu-
ment, so in this article multiple roots are simply going to be forbidden. We shall write

P for the set of finite sets of complex numbers (or the set of monic polynomials in C
with distinct roots) and P, C P for the subset of sets with n elements. Weshall also

write

p(x) = {p1,p2,---,Pn}(x) = [](a - pi). (1)
t

For example,{1,5} C Pz C P, and {1,5}(r) = 2? —6r +5
We next define the action of a Mébius map on elements of P. A Mobius mapis of

the form 4b
ax

T =
(x) cr +d’

The action of T on a set is as usual defined to be that of applying T to each of the

elements, thus

 a,b,c,d EC.

T{v,w,z,y,z} = {Tv,Tw,Tz,Ty, Tz}.

As is well known,a unique T exists which mapsthree given distinct complex numbers

to any three other given complex numbers.If we wish to find a T such that Tp; = qi,

where {p;} and {q;} are in P3, we must solve the three linear equations

api tb=ql(ep+d), ape+b=qe(cp2+d), aps +b=43(cp3 + d),

and this can be done up to multiplication by a scalar (a bit of algebra showsthat linear

independenceis equivalent to the membersofthefirst triple being distinct).

Generally T is an isomorphism of C and well behaved except for two loose ends.
If c = —d/c, then the denominator is zero, so we shall call T(z) “oo” and define
T(co) = a/c, a standard device when dealing with Mébius maps. Note that we do

not bother enforcing the standard normalisation (ad — bec = 1); we will be multiplying

throughbya (different) normalisation constant anyway to keep our polynomials monic.
If ad — bc = 0, however, the map is not an isomorphism;it is singular and maps

everything onto b/d = a/c. This is obviously unhelpful, for our aim is to transform

[48]
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iusty’ polynomials to ‘nice’ ones in order to find their roots, and we will exclude this
‘use. Note that singularity almost always corresponds to the roots not being distinct,
aud we shall assume all our maps are non-singular without proof.

Consider p € P, and T Mobius. From (1) we have

(Tp)(x) = {Tpi,...,Tpa}(x) = (2 - Tpi).

[lis polynomial is zero when z = Tp;, or, put another way, when T~!z = p;. We can
write T7! as

 

T9 = dr — b

a—czr

If we now apply p to this, we get

p(T) = [](T7'2 - pi) (2)

lis as it stands is not a polynomial in z, but we can make it one by multiplying it by

(« -cx)", the denominatorof (2), and then makeit monic by dividing by WN’ = [](b+cep,).
Neither operation changes the roots, which is the set of z such that T~!zx = p,, so it
iiust be the same as (Tp)(x). We hence have an explicit form for (Tp)(2):

(Tp)(x) = pT~!(x)(a — cx)"/K.
I terms of the roots this can be simplified further to (Tp)r = pT~!(x) since the
icmaining terms on the right handside are just the normalisation factors to turn it into

1 monic polynomial and do not affect the roots. It should be noted that (Tp)a is not
‘le same as T(px) where in the latter case we are applying the original transformation
!' to the numberp(z).

We can nowsolve the general quadratic. Take p € Pp», say

p(x) =cotcxrt+2?.

As it stands, this is hard to solve (using the standard formulais off-limits here), so we
eck a T such that

Tp ={a,-a}, ie, p(T7'r)(a-—cr)"/K = 2? —a?.

We have a fair amount of freedom here. We are specifying only two points to

' moved, and not specifying a gives us a further degree of freedom. So we mayset

« -d=1 and c=0, which leaves us with T(x) = x + 6. Then

r* —a° = (Tp)(x) = p(T~*x)(a — cx)? /K = to + th(x — b) +(x — b)?
= (to — t;b+ 6?) + x(t; — 2b) + 27.

|quating coefficients gives us b = t,/2 and a? = t?/4 — to. This gives us T, and so we
kuow p = T7!{a,—a} or, in other words,

[atimelis)
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This should be recognisable as the usual formula for solving a monic quadratic. Whatis
really going on here? Algebraically we have found a map from anarbitary quadratic into

a more restricted family. Symbolically, we have completed the square. Geometrically, if

p is real, we have shifted the axis of the parabola so that it passes through the origin,

and more generally we have mappedthe average of the two roots to the origin.
One might ask why we do not try to map the roots directly to {1, -1}. The trouble

with doing this is that we would then have one degree of freedom fewer and hence could

only fix two of a, b, c, and d. Whichever pair we choose to fix, it turns out we have

to solve a quadratic to find what at least one of the other two are, which defeats the

point of the exercise. There are two intuitive reasons why this should be: looking at the

formulae we obtain shows that at least one of the terms in the Mobius map contains a

square root (of course we don’t know,a priori, that this doesn’t come from a quadratic

of the form x2 +k but this does not happen). Alternatively, there are two possible 7’,

one which takes p,; to 1 and pz to —1, and the other which takes p; to —1 and p,

to 1, and both solve (pT~!) = {1,—1}: this again forces a quadratic (again we don't

necessarily know it is a nasty one). By our original choice of mapping, weareeffectively

only mapping one point to one point, so this problem doesn’t arise.

We'll now consider the cubic, and map the three roots to the set {A,wrA,w? A},

where w? = 1. At first sight, there are six ways of doing this, which would seem to

imply a sextic. Rememberthough that \ is arbitary up to multiplication by w, so there

are in fact only two ways: if p) maps to \, pz can map to either wd or w?X. The choice
of \ leaves only one degree of freedom; we shall start with two free variables,(b andd),

and normalise later. We set a = 1 and c = —1, so T7!(x) = (dx — b)/(x +1). We are
left to solve the system Tp = {\,wA,w?A}, which by our aboveidentity becomes

p(T'x)(x#+1)/hk= rz? — d3,

Iv being our normalisation factor as before. We shall start by assuming tg = 0. This

can be achieved by the mapping zr +> x — t2/3, and simplifies the algebra somewhat.

Multiplying the left hand side out gives us

(tp tt, +d? )x? + (3to + 2dty — bt; —3d7b)x? + (3to + dt, — 2bt, + 3db? )x + (to — bt, — d*).

If we equate the x* and x coefficients and then rearrange we get b = t,/(3d) and

3d?¢, + 9dty — t? = 0, the quadratic we were expecting and which wecan solve for d.
(It can be noted that the two roots of this equation multiply to t; /3 so the other oneis

in fact b.) \ is the cube root of the coefficient of 1 divided by the x? coefficient. From

this it is easy to derive the standard solution to the cubic.
At this point it is worth pausing to compare what we have done with the more

standard Galois theory methodof solving polynomials, if somewhat sketchily. For more
details of the Galois theory see any standard book on the subject.

Considerafield of the form Q(2,a,,...,@n), which is the algebraic closure of Q
and the set {2,a;,...,@n}. In particular, considera field of this type where a; = p;, the

roots of some polynomial. This is known as the splitting field of the polynomial(over the
field Q(7), to be precise). The Galois group of this field is for our purposes the group

permuting the roots of the polynomial, leaving the ground field Q(z) untouched. For

the polynomials with distinct roots under consideration, this is just a subgroup of S,,,
the symmetric group on n elements. The general idea used in solving polynomials via

Galois theory methods is to find quantities which are both invariant under the Galois
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yioup and which we can express in a simple form in terms of the roots. For example,

1 the quadratic, the Galois group consists of the identity and an element swapping p,
vid p2. Hence we know that p; + p2 and (p; — pe)? are invariants, and from elementary

‘onsiderations p; + p2 = ty and (p; — p2)* = t? — 4to, yielding the standardsolution.

The cubic is somewhat more complicated. A standard theorem in Galois theory
tates that a polynomial is soluble in radicals if and only if it has a soluble Galois

wroup. Soluble means thatit has afinite series of subgroups 1 = Go IG, 4...4G,n = G,
with Gj41/G; abelian. An appropriate series for S3 is 14 A3 4 S;. Armed with this

iiformation, it turns out to be a good ideato look for invariants of 3 first. Define

/ pi +wp2 + wp3; then since A; = C3, the group just permutes the roots cyclically
vid an element of it multiplies y by a power of w. Hence y® is an invariant. Similarly,

> = 1+w*ps + wpe, then 2° is also an invariant. Moving up to 53 wefind that odd

permutations swap y® and z3, and so y?z° and y? + <3 are invariants under $3. A bit

ore algebra shows y? + 23 = —27pp and yz? = —27p} (assuming p2 = 0 again), and
rom these a solution to the cubic can be calculated.

Having looked at this, what we did with the Mébius maps seems rather familiar.
\ was effectively our invariant under the group A3 and our Mobius map was reducing

(he symmetry among the roots from $3 to 43.

Solving the general quartic requires a little more theory. Wedefine the cross-ratio
( on p € Py, mapping it to C.

(Pi — p2)(ps — pa)

(P1 — ps )(p2 — pa )

 Cp =

("has the nice property that for p,q € Py, Cp = Cq if and onlyif ¢ = Tp for some

| Cis useful because it tells us which quartics can be mappedonto each other by a
\lobius transformation and which cannot. (Note that we can only specify three points

lor a Mobius transformation, and hence have no control over whether the fourth goes,

v unlike the previous cases, all quartics are not equivalent to each other.) Suppose we
were, naively, to try solving for T in

Tp = {Ai 72d, PA} = Q,

|) being some quartic: we would get nowhere. This is because C'g = 4. So we knowthat
‘li general quartic cannot be converted into some gq. Alternatively, there is no T such
that (Tp)(x) = 24 — 4.

Though the algebrain some cases can be a nightmare we cantell a lot of things

‘hout what we have to do in general whensolving Tp = q¢ for T. There are two aspects
\« have to consider. Thefirst is finding T, which is more subtle thau previously. The
ccondis solving the y once we get it, but through careful choice of method we can cut
‘own the work needed in this step.

So let us solve Tp = q. We start with ¢g = {1,2,3.A}. It is reasonably obvious
fom the definition of C that there is a unique \ for each value of Cg. The value of
('p may vary, depending on the ordering of the roots. Any value of C'p will producea
‘orresponding A and hence g such that Cp = Cq, and so aT such that Tp = q. Let

«a = (pi — p2)(p3 — pa); 3 = (pi — p3)(p2 — pa): Y= (pi — ps)(p2 — p3).

‘| we permute p; to p4, a short consideration of cases tells us that Cp takes one of
‘lie values {a/B,B/a,—a/y,-y/a.7/8, 8/7}. There would appear to be 24 possible
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T;: mapping the set {p;} to {1,2,3,\} in every combination. However, again we do

not particularly care which order the roots come out in: we will be given a polynomial

(x — 1)(a — 2)(z —3)(x — X) whichis trivial to solve, and merely need to maptheroots

back underT to find the roots of the original polynomial. An alternative way of looking

at it is as follows: although there are 24 possible T;, we can find Mobius transformations

which permute {1,2,3,\} for a fixed \ by considering appropriate expressions of the

form T;T; 1 It turns out that all of these are their own inverse, and this means that

the symmetry group for a given \ is Sz x Sz = V4. Thisis also the first term in aseries

for S4:14V44A4 454. What we have doneis to break down S4 again: we have written

it as V, x S3. By factorising in this way, we avoid any numberlarger than three and

can solve the quartic.
The problem hereis actually finding T. It can be done by a similar methodto that

we used in the cubic, but the algebra is rather more complicated andit takes some care

to get a cubic and quadratic out.
A brief aside. Surely it might be possible to arrange for some other function, J

say, with properties similar to C but insensitive to rearrangment of the roots. This

would reduce the number of cases further by a factor of 6. When one looks at the

mechanics of rearranging roots and what happens when JTp is simplified it pesanae

clear that any prospective J would have to be a rational polynomial in a’, B?, and 7?

or something closely equivalent, with nominator and denominator homogenous and of

the same degree. a? + 3? + y* would be anideal start, but has no partner. The next

simplest candidateis
_ at zs p4 +¥'

7 a? 32 4 B+? 4 y2q?

but, considering this as a polynomial in p;, we quickly discover that J = 2. The next

class of possibilities are all of degree 6, and therefore gain us nothing.
A somewhat simpler way of doing the same job turns out to be to transform the

polynomial into one with roots {0, a, 8, y}. Not only is this polynomial ultimately easier

to solve but the algebra is rather simpler as we can express the roots more directly in

terms of the roots of the original equation. Once again the Galois theory is doing

something very similar, considering the same terms but with plus signs replacing our

minus signs. These turn out to be the roots of the resolvent cubic, whose coefficients

are relatively easy to find in terms of the coefficients of the original. (If the original has

been simplified to 74 +t2z? + t;2+1to then the resolvent is x3 — Qtor? + (t2 —4ty)r+t?.)

The next step is to try to solve the general quintic, a worthyif ill-fated ambition,

since the Galois theoretic methodstell us it is impossible in radicals (which are the

only thing our theory can produce). We have analogues to C, say the pair C; and C2,

which operate on p € Ps.

Cyp = C(p\{p1}) Cop = C(p\{pe2})

These have all the properties one would expect, and they assure us that we can solve
Tp = q, where g = {1,2,3,, 4} and obtain T. However, we nowhave 5! = 60 solutions.

Whichever way wefactor 60 we cannot avoid a 5 which would imply a quintic. There are

no obvious simplifications as occurred in the quadratic and cubic cases through having

extra degrees of freedom, and so our methodfails. The basic structure of the problem
is, as the Galois theory reveals, the fact that S$; (or more particularly As) represents

an immovable block sitting in any larger system no matter what the precise nature of

the transformation.

 



A Result in Metrical Space Theory

Michael Fryers

THEOREM: (Dilip Sequeira, 1993, [1])

If M’s a complete metric space,

And non-empty, we know it’s the case

That if f’s a contraction

Then under its action

Just one point remainsin its place.

PROOF: (Michael Fryers, 1994)

First suppose to the contrary two points don’t move:

f(Q) equals Q, f(P) equals P.

Then consider the distance PQ: we can prove
That this distance is less than itself, which can’t be.

Thus uniqueness; existence takes longer to get: .

We’ll construct such a point, fixed by f, as is sought.

Let us first take a point, say Yo, in the set

Andlet Y, be f"(Yo).

By the triangle law, given ¢ less than s,

Summing lengths from Y;_; to Y,

Over 6 more than ¢ upto s, gives not less

Than the length to Y, all the way from Y;.

Now suppose that f’s constant is capital C,

Andthe distance Yo to Yj is called k;

Then this sum is not more than the sum, a from t

Up to (s — 1), of kC*.

This is less than or equal to k times the sum

Of all C®% for which a’s at least t

Andthis last sum, by easy summation, will come
To kCt/(1—C).

So the sum tends to zero, and (Y,,) is then
Clearly Cauchy, and so it converges. Now see

That by f’s continuity, f(Yn)
Tends to f of the limit of Y’s—call it P.

But now f(Y,) equals Yn44,
So this P’s fixed by f as required, so we’re done. LJ

lteference

1] D. J. Sequeira, Eureka 52 (1993) 3.
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Density and ‘Tides
Duncan Cochrane

It is well known in mathematics and physics that quantities are often proportional to

one another, but one particularly surprising instance of this is the following: given two

bodies of the same apparent size as seen from the Earth, their density is proportional

to the size of the tides they cause. A particular example of thisis the Moon and the

Sun, which are both approximately half a degree in diameter. But how, if we know the

tides caused by the Moonare about 2-4 timeslarger, can we deduce the samefact about

their density? For a body of a given apparentsize, its radius r is proportionalto its

distance d. Then its mass is proportional to pr’, where

p

is its density. The gravitational

attraction on the Earth is thus proportionalto (pr*)/ d?, or just dp. It remains to work

out what the tidaleffect of this is on the Earth:tides are caused by the differential pull

of the other object on the two sides of the Earth. Since the Earth is small compared

to the distance to either the Sun or the Moon, the pull may be assumed equal to the

derivative of the gravitational attraction at the centre of the Earth multiplied by the

diameter of the Earth, and this is just proportional to the density, so we are done.

NOTE. The idea aboveis not original to the author;it 1s believed to originate with John

Rickard.
|

A Cross-No.
Negipnu the Scribe

I wrote this crossnumber some monthsago, and I can’t remember where I put the across

clues. I do remember however that all lights are written in standard decimal notation

(with no leading zeros) and that a zero should be omitted fromeach light before entry

in the grid.It should be noted that when a clue is referred to, the value before removal

of the zero should be taken. :

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 2 1A+6A+9A+10A

3 10A/4

: 4 A prime power

4D x 8A
9 5 a7

7D

* ba 7 A factorial
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Solutions to the Problems Drive

Timothy Lufingham

1. (a) 9802, 96079203. (Each term is obtained by squaring the previousone, and alter-

uately adding or subtracting one.)

(b) 20, 21. (Numbers m such that 2m + 1.1s prime.)
(c) 3, 2. (The nth term is the smallest number of squares which add to exactly n,

wo 12=4+4+4+44,13=9+44.)

(d) 4, 5. (Number of consonants in ONE, TWO, THREE,etc.)

2. 1748. (The number of female numbers up to 6” is 5". Work from there.)
Je
 

1 2 3

3 1
)

+
]

—
"
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s

we
)

we
)

1
)

       
(1A(base 5) = 2D(base 4), so 4A < 223. Suppose 4A starts with a 2. Then 2D > 320,
so 6A > 335. But then 2D = 323, so 6A = 641: contradiction. Therefore, 4A starts

with a 1, so 121 < 2D < 301, so 2D starts 21*. Then, 6A will be 42*, so 2D = 212.

lhe rest of the 3-digit answers follow. Now 7A < 5555, so 1D < 3531. But 3D > 1300.

o 1A > 3236. So 1A starts with 32**. So 3D starts with 13**. Nowit is a matter of
checking cases.)

4. (a) 35.
(b) 28.

(lor (a), for each square let g(.S) be the number of squares in lines through S which
do not contain a counter; we want to make q(S) different for each uncovered square. If

(here are x squares not containing counters, then g(S) will take values between 0 and

r —1. If > 1, we cannot have squares with q(.S) = 0 and zr — 1 in the samegrid,
lhowever, so there will only be z — 1 possible values of q(S). Therefore, x cannot be

vreater than 1. For (b), trial and error is necessary. One possible grid is:

* |e xe 4] x *

* * * * * *
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5. Applied: A, C, and F.
Pure: B, D, and E.

Murderer: B.
6. (a) 9. (You can leave out three mutually adjacent faces.)

(b) 6. (There are lots of ways of doing this.)
7.1+4+ V6. (The smallest tetrahedron is, in fact, one which can contain four spheres,

one in each ‘corner’.)

8.44 41/3 — 473.
9. There are many possible matrices, for example,

1 2 6 5

7 or 4 8 Q9 }.

9 3.9 7

10. H, I, J, L, M, N, O, P, and Q. Possible exits are given by grids of these forms:
H

G
W

b
o

C
O

O
m

C
r

T S R QP T S R QP

or

a
o

A
N

wo
Se

H
P

=
24

©}

t
o

A
N

wa
L
S

x
re

F<
AW
A

oO

  
Li.

 

12. (a) RIEMANN, FERMAT, EULER.
(b) EUCLID, GODEL, NEWTON.
(c) CAUCHY, CAYLEY, CONWAY.
(d) ERDOS, GAUSS, RAMANUJAN.
(e) POINCARE, GALOIS, CANTOR.





  


